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74. Environment  03/11/2009 
 A discussion between Hannah, Stephen, Rebecca, Jemima. 
 
  
Provenance du document:  
http://www.podcastsinenglish.com/index.htm  
Public visé : B2  
  
Mes objectifs :  
Micro-trottoir : Questionnement et réponses sur le respect de l’environnement.  Expression 
orale. Vocabulaire nouveau à fournir à la demande.  

  
Compréhension orale: repérage d’informations diverses, avec structures linguistiques, 
intonation des questions, lexique  
Réactivation par la suite avec l’expression orale en interaction.  

  
Expression écrite : Etablir une liste d’engagements pour la protection de l’environnement 
(utilisation des modaux et du futur, formes affirmative et négative) 
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I  Listen to the document and find the answers:  

1-  Write the two countries mentioned : 
……………………….  ………………………….. 

2-  The group of friends are talking about : 
  � food       � health � cars � pollution     � bins        
  � crash  � hobbies � love � school  � water           
 

3- Write the things  they recycle :  
...................,  ……………….,  …………………., …………………. 
 
  
Intonation 
Listen to the questions. Write if the intonation is rising    or going down  
1.  Would you say that you’re environmentally conscious ?  
2.  Is that wrong ?  
3.  Is it very important ? 
4. Do most people recycle ?  
  
Find an expression to translate :”environmentally conscious” : 
…………………………………………………………….. 
Fill in the blanks with the missing words or expressions : 
 

- I ……… always recycle at my …………. and so I put  my ……………. 
Aside and then I go and ………… it in the …………. of ………….. else.  

 
- I think so. I think most ……….   …………… come around to 

……………. recycling from ……….. house. 
 

- You also have to …………. That different  ………….. have different  
………….  On the environment, for example, California is very 
……………………….    ……………. 
You   ………….. find the ………… trucks of Texas in California. You’re 
more …………… to find …………………. cars and things like that. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Vocabulary  
 
organic    lorries 
garbage    biological 
trucks    trash 
carbon emissions  problems 
issues    pollution 
 
Try to copy the English saying (the last expression) : 
………………………………………………………………… 
 
Homework : Prepare a list of measures you could take to protect the 
environment. (use the modals : CAN, CAN’T, COULD, WILL, WON’T, 
SHOULD, IT’S (NOT) NECESSARY. 
 
SPEAK!  
�Prepare a vox pop (micro trottoir) with your friend.   
Pupil A: You are the journalist and ask questions about your partner’s 
environmental habits , (look out for the intonation). Get ready to react to the 
answers. 
Pupil B: You are the passer-by and you answer the journalist’s questions. Try 
to be honest and convincing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Script of the interview :  
− Would you say that you're environmentally conscious ? 
− Yes, I'd say I was but only for the points of recycling, you know, cans and card-

boards and paper. 
− Well, that's very good. 
− Yeah 
− I can't always recycle at my house and so I put my recycling aside and then I go and 

put it in the bin of someone's else. Is that wrong ? 
− No, you're recycling ! 
− I'm recycling. That's what I think. 
− OK. And what about in England ? Is it very important ? Do most people recycle ? 
− I think so. I think most town councils come around to collect recycling from each 

house. 
− You're given different bins for different types of rubbish. 
− It's namely just paper and plastic bottles. 
− Sure, I guess the whole world has become more environmentally conscious. There 

are so many things organic and recycling. 
− I mean, we are recycling but we are still creating the trash in the first place. 
− Well, it's true. 
− So that's...there is something to work at. 
− In America, do you feel now with Obama that there'll be more changes with the 

environment ? 
− Well I hope. 
− It's not necessary they're going to be striking because it's about everybody 

participating and you also have to consider that different States have different views 
on the environment, for example California is very environmentally conscious. You 
won't find the big trucks of Texas in California. You're more likely to find 
ecological cars and things like that. So there's differences between the States 
because it's a great big country. 

− …. danger hoping that Obama will work with other countries on environmental 
issues. 

− Sure 
− and work toward international cooperation.. 
− sure, that's important. 
− Which is a definite new direction to be going. 
− I know the European Union are doing a lot at the moment to work, to try and reduce 

carbon emissions and particularly restricting big cars because I know perhaps more 
a problem in America are families driving very big cars. 

− The big trucks 
− The big trucks. 
− Gas guzzler, we call them, gas guzzler. 
− Yes, it's true. 
− Me, I don't have a truck but some people seem to like them. 
− Well, that's good. I'm glad that we all try to do our part. And every little thing helps. 
− Definitely.     


